
Making Japanese Sedge Hats

Left: a medieval artisan making an ichimegasa out of
bamboo and sedge. From 71-Ban Shokunin
Uta-awase E.

Bottom: modern artisans using a largely unchanged
construction method. From
https://www.atpress.ne.jp/news/148487 Accessed
3/1/18.

https://www.atpress.ne.jp/news/148487


Women

Upper class ichimegasa,
Heian-Momoyama period.

Ishiyamadera Engi.

Middle class ichimegasa,
Heian-Kamakura period. Ban

Dainagon Ekotoba.

Middle class ichimegasa,
Muromachi-Momoyama period.

Nihon Emakimono Zenshū.

Middle class ichimegasa variation,
Muromachi-Momoyama. Famous

Scenic Spots, Kano school.

Lower to middle class conical hat,
common throughout history.

Variants include sumigasa and
choningasa. Maple Viewers.

Lower to middle class lacquered
hat (nurigasa). Kyoto Costume

Museum.



Men

Lower to middle class conical hat,
Muromachi period. Shokunin

Uta-awase.

Priest wearing a sedge hat,
Kamakura period. Kitano Tenjin

Engi Emaki.

Decorated hat (kazari igasa) worn
by a dengaku performer. Kyoto
Costume Museum.

Lower to middle class sedge hat,
Kamakura period. Tengu Sōshi.

Lower to middle class sedge hat,
Kamakura period. Ishiyamadera

Engi.



Modern Reproductions

Top: sugegasa (for commoners)
Middle: ichimegasa (for townswomen)
Bottom: sandogasa (for messengers and samurai,
named after the triangular route between Edo, Kyoto
and Osaka)
Image from the Encyclopedia Nipponica (日本大百科
全書), 1984.

Comparison of sandogasa (for messengers and
samurai, left) and tsumaoregasa (for traveling
women, right).
From http://kaiun.website/archives/800 Accessed
2/28/18.

Lacquered hat (nurigasa).
http://www.shimoyae.com/kasa/012yamakuro.html
Accessed 2/28/18.

These hats are also made of sedge or similar leaves,
but do not use the construction technique discussed
here (nuigasa, “sewn hat”)

http://kaiun.website/archives/800
http://www.shimoyae.com/kasa/012yamakuro.html


Materials

● Bamboo
○ You can find this sold pre-split in cane and reed supply stores. It’s usually labeled as “bamboo

bark.” http://www.franksupply.com/bamboo/bamboo-products.html#bamboobark
○ Alternatively, you can split your own (time-consuming, but all you need is a good knife and an

open flame). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0IcPxCvIcA
○ You’ll want 8-20 ¼” pieces for the spokes. The larger the diameter, the more spokes are used.

You may need a couple extra if you choose the daiza head rest.
○ For hats with a more vertical angle at the rim like sandogasa, you’ll need enough ½” length to

go around the rim twice plus two inches.
○ For hats with a more horizontal angle at the rim like sugegasa, get two extra ¼” pieces instead

of the ½”.
○ You’ll also need about six ⅛” pieces for anchor strips (seven if you choose the daiza head rest).
○ If the vendor does not sell finer weights of bamboo than ¼”, you can split your own from ¼” or

use round basket weaving reed in size #1 (1.5mm).
○ You can also use ordinary basket-weaving reed for the rim and spokes, but the hat will not be as

sturdy as if bamboo had been used.
● Carex dispalata/kasasuge/”hat sedge”

○ These long, narrow, waterproof leaves are the material
that’s hardest to find. If you can't find C. dispalata seeds,
look for C. amplifolia. Dry it as shown in the image here so
it doesn’t mold.

○ If you don't want to have to grow your own, you can look
for another kind of long, wide, tough leaf, or cheat and
use strips of paper. I do not recommend raffia or paper
raffia for this - it tears too easily.

○ Regardless of which you choose, make sure that your
material has a pale straw color. If the color is not pale
enough, you can soak the leaves in water overnight and dry them in the sun to help bleach
them. If you use strips of brown craft paper, a half hour soak in 10% bleach should produce the
right color.

○ The leaves or strips should be ¼ to ½ inch wide and long enough to stretch from the peak to the
brim plus about 8 inches.

○ The number of leaves you need will vary depending on the size of the hat. To get an estimate,
divide the circumference of the rim by the width of one leaf (but make sure you have extra).

● Thread
○ Traditionally, a heavy weight hemp thread would have been used. Jeans thread also works well.

Do not use nylon button thread; it’s too slippery.
● Paper

○ You’ll need one piece of sturdy paper. A grocery bag will do.
● Cutters

○ You’ll need pruning shears or a fine saw to cut the bamboo, and scissors to cut the thread.
● Knife

○ An exacto-knife or other small, sharp blade will work.
● Fabric

http://www.franksupply.com/bamboo/bamboo-products.html#bamboobark
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z0IcPxCvIcA


○ If you choose the pillow-type head rest, you will need ½ yard of fabric, preferably hemp or
ramie.

Construction

Note: You should expect this to take about ten hours of work if you’re making a smaller hat, you have some
previous basket-making experience, and you’re not too much of a perfectionist. The full-size ichimegasa would
definitely take longer, but the compliments are priceless.

If you’re ever having trouble following these directions, watch this fantastic video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0ZRVd7hfnE
If you’re still confused after watching the video, email me at tsukime@nahks.com.

First, choose which hat you’re making and decide on a rim size.
● Small (sumigasa, choningasa): 17-20” diameter
● Medium (sandogasa, tsumaoregasa, most ichimegasa): 19-22” diameter
● Large (Kamakura period or upper class ichimegasa): up to a 35” diameter

For this tutorial, I will be showing my own medium-sized Muromachi period ichimegasa, supplemented with
images of other hat types, so you can still follow the same tutorial for making other hat types. I used basket
weaving reed and it came out flimsy, which is why I’m recommending that you use bamboo instead.

Cross all of your spokes. Weave thread up and down
to keep them in place.

Look at the overall shape of the hat. If there is a
sharp corner, you’ll need to score the spokes at that
point using an exacto-knife so you can partially break
them.

The break in each spoke is visible here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0ZRVd7hfnE
mailto:tsukime@nahks.com


The shape of more complex hats is often created
using a shaping form. Here is an improvised shaping
form consisting of a Chinese food container weighted
down with pottery and a mixing bowl.

The rim is one continuous ½” piece that runs around
the circumference twice, so that the ends of the
spokes can be sandwiched in between vertically. The
rim is then wrapped with thread to hold the two
layers together.

To make a conical hat, sandwich the spokes between
two pieces of ¼” rim and wrap the rim with thread to
hold it together.

From
https://www.taketora.co.jp/diary/2014/04/post-2539.ht
ml Accessed 3/1/18.

Now that you have the basic shape (here, a
tsumaoregasa), you can add additional anchor strips
to help hold the form. Just place them inside the
spokes and wrap with more thread to hold them in
place.

Anchor strips should be placed:
● About three inches from the center of the hat

(this serves as an attachment point for your
head rest)

● At any point where the spokes bend
● About every three inches in between

The anchor strips are optional, but add a lot of
stability, especially if you’re working with reed rather
than bamboo.

https://www.taketora.co.jp/diary/2014/04/post-2539.html
https://www.taketora.co.jp/diary/2014/04/post-2539.html


http://matsudai-oyakkomura.blogspot.com/2017/04/bl
og-post.html

http://yamagatamanabikan.jp/news/7855

(Plastic frames are a common modern shortcut to
getting the perfect shape.)

Now we’re going to start wrapping leaves around
each spoke, starting at an anchor strip about three
inches from the center and continuing until the hat is
mostly covered. If you are using real sedge, the
leaves will need to be soaked in water until flexible,
but if you’re using paper, you can work with it dry.

Begin each leaf with a knot as shown (top left), and
end it by wrapping the new leaf around the tail,
leaving the ends poking out of the top of the hat
(bottom left).

Put on an audiobook or something, because this is
going to take a while.

http://matsudai-oyakkomura.blogspot.com/2017/04/blog-post.html*
http://matsudai-oyakkomura.blogspot.com/2017/04/blog-post.html*
http://matsudai-oyakkomura.blogspot.com/2017/04/blog-post.html*
http://yamagatamanabikan.jp/news/7855


Cut a circular piece of paper to cover the center of
the hat. This step is optional for conical hats, but
important for hats with a “stovepipe” top like this one.

You can wet the paper to make it shape to the hat
more easily; here I have the wet paper loosely tied
with a leaf to hold it in place.

Wrap leaves in a star pattern to hold the paper onto
the hat, with each point attaching to the anchor strip
where your previous leaf wrapping starts.

I’ve seen several different star patterns, so just do
what works for your hat shape and number of
spokes.



Now that the framework is fully covered, we’re ready
to add our top layer.

To cover the outside, wrap a sedge leaf around the
rim, leaving a four inch tail on the inside. Tie a thread
around an anchor strip and use that to pin the leaf
down at the top of the rim. Run the thread through
the inside so that it holds the tail in place. Bring the
thread back out on the other side of the leaf and
wrap it around the anchor strip, threading it through
the left of itself so it locks in place and you can pull it
tight. Thread it back to the inside to repeat for the
next leaf.

Confused? Check out this video, six minutes in.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0ZRVd7hfnE

Take your four inch tail and fold it over at an angle so
it’s in line with the rim. Now you’re ready to cover the
tail with the next leaf and repeat the process until the
whole hat is covered, tucking the last tail into the
pocket created by the previous leaf.

Note: some leaves shrink as they dry. This gapping is
the result of applying wet raffia.

I switched to using paper strips at this point.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0ZRVd7hfnE


Going around, I found it helpful to loosely tie the tops
together to keep my paper “leaves” from flopping
down. Sedge is stiff and doesn’t cause this issue.

Covered in leaves!

Now we need to hold the leaves in place. Sew them
with a basic running stitch, going around the hat in a
continuous spiral. Each row of stitches should be
about a finger’s width apart.

As the hat gets narrower and the leaves start to
overlap more, you’ll need to start cutting off the
leaves on the underside so the covering layer
doesn’t get thick and bulky. The covering should be
no more than two leaves thick.



From
http://www.obc1314.co.jp/blog/honma/?m=20160518
Accessed 3/1/18.

If you’re using real sedge, you’ll want to spread a
damp cloth over the leaves so that they stay wet and
flexible as you sew. This is not needed if you’re
working with paper.

The trimmed leaves are visible next to the paper.
They will be covered as the exterior leaves continue
up.

Note: I neglected to add a star holding my paper
down. Your hat should have a star crossing the paper
at this point.

http://www.obc1314.co.jp/blog/honma/?m=20160518


I highly recommend practicing this
next part before trying to do it on
the actual hat. Here, I’ve made a
practice “hat top” by rubber
banding six leaves in place around
a Chinese food container.

Start by folding each leaf across
the center so that it’s just to the
right of the leaf directly across
from it.

Go around to each leaf and make
it go over two and then under two.
Keep going around until this is true
for each leaf.

Repeat this process to create the
final knot.

The final knot will look like this.



http://matsudai-oyakkomura.blogspot.com/2017/04/bl
og-post_20.html

To do this on the actual hat, we want to create six
bundles of leaves by tying the ends with thread.

Make sure you’re comfortable with the knot first,
because doing it with bundles is harder.

Create the six-part finishing knot using the tied
bundles of leaves and finish the sewing, tying the
leaf ends down near the knot to hold them in place.

Trim the ends to the desired length.

Looking good! Now we just need a head rest and
chin strap.



We have three choices of head rest and chin strap.

Sedge ring (maruwa). Easiest to
make.
http://www.n-shirone.com/a-sonota
.htm

Wicker cage (daiza). Best
ventilation.
http://www.n-shirone.com/a-sonota
.htm

Pillow (dōnuno). Most comfortable
for heavy hats.
https://store.shopping.yahoo.co.jp/
kameya/ns-3133.html. Accessed
5/23/18.

http://www.n-shirone.com/sonota/1-dai_maru_nuno/
maruwa.html

To make the maruwa, find a cylinder 2.5” in diameter
(a glass soda bottle will work), and start wrapping
sedge leaves around it until the leaves are about an
inch thick. Slide the ring off and wrap more sedge
leaves around the doughnut to hold it together. Tuck
the tied-off leaf ends inside as best you can.

The ear loops and chin strap here can be made of
hemp rope, braided cord, or a padded tube of fabric.
This particular example shows rope ear loops and a
cord chin strap.

Once you have the doughnut, make a loop long
enough to go over your head and under each ear.
Fasten the loop to the ring at two points using more
leaf wrapping. Use a separate piece of cord to tie the
ear loops together, forming a chin strap.

http://www.n-shirone.com/a-sonota.htm
http://www.n-shirone.com/a-sonota.htm
http://www.n-shirone.com/a-sonota.htm
http://www.n-shirone.com/a-sonota.htm
https://store.shopping.yahoo.co.jp/kameya/ns-3133.html
https://store.shopping.yahoo.co.jp/kameya/ns-3133.html
http://www.n-shirone.com/sonota/1-dai_maru_nuno/maruwa.html
http://www.n-shirone.com/sonota/1-dai_maru_nuno/maruwa.html


Attach the maruwa to the hat by tying
the ear loops (not the doughnut) to your
first anchoring strip in four places.

https://wamonoya.ocnk.net/product/756

Optionally, you can tie on an extra piece of cord to
run across the back of the head. This helps keep it
on securely, and holds the cord away from your ears.

(Note: this type of flat hat dates from the Edo period;
it is not medieval).

https://wamonoya.ocnk.net/product/756


The daiza is the coolest option, allowing air to
circulate around your head, but is not the most
comfortable option for heavier hats. It should sit
higher on your head than this example does on the
mannequin.

Make a ring of ¼” bamboo that rests comfortably on
top of your head, about 7” in diameter, running
around your head twice.

Make a second ring about 6” in diameter (the same
size as your first anchor strip).

Wrap the two rings with leaves and connect them
using an undulating piece of anchor strip, wrapping
each attachment point with leaves.

http://www.n-shirone.com/sonota/1-dai_maru_nuno/d
aiza.html

Tie the smaller ring of the daiza to your first
anchoring strip using leaves.

Tie on a cord as a chin strap using a lark’s head
knot.

https://www.interweave.com/article/knitting/larks-hea
d-knot/

http://www.n-shirone.com/sonota/1-dai_maru_nuno/daiza.html
http://www.n-shirone.com/sonota/1-dai_maru_nuno/daiza.html
https://www.interweave.com/article/knitting/larks-head-knot/
https://www.interweave.com/article/knitting/larks-head-knot/


http://www.n-shirone.com/a-sonota.htm

The dōnuno is the most comfortable head rest for
heavy hats. Sew a square pillow about 7” on a side
from hemp, ramie or silk and stuff it with batting.
Make a ¾” tube of the same fabric to use as ear
loops, chin strap, and strap across the back of the
head.

The pillow may be diagonal (left) or straight (bottom).

For noblewomen’s ichimegasa, the veil is typically
eight 14” hemp gauze panels (mushi no tareginu)
hung vertically from the spokes near the rim. The
panels often hang down to mid-thigh.

http://www.sengokudaimyo.com/katchu/katchu.ch03.
html

The cords (kazari himo) are tied to spokes in four
locations. My guess is that there is a loop on the
interior, so you can raise the veil by pushing a knot
through the loop. The knot used is shown to the left,
and the knots are spaced 6-10 inches apart.

If you try it out, send me pictures!

http://www.n-shirone.com/a-sonota.htm
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